Abstract-Recently, phase processing is attracting increasing interest in speech enhancement community. Some researchers integrate phase estimations module into speech enhancement models by using complex-valued short-time Fourier transform (STFT) spectrogram based training targets, e.g. Complex Ratio Mask (cRM) [1] . However, masking on spectrogram would violent its consistency constraints. In this work, we prove that the inconsistent problem enlarges the solution space of the speech enhancement model and causes unintended artifacts. Consistency Spectrogram Masking (CSM) is proposed to estimate the complex spectrogram of a signal with the consistency constraint in a simple but not trivial way. The experiments comparing our CSM based end-to-end model with other methods are conducted to confirm that the CSM accelerate the model training and have significant improvements in speech quality. From our experimental results, we assured that our method could enhance noisy speech audios with both efficiency and effectiveness.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many of audio and speech processing approaches represent the signal in a time-frequency transformation. The short-time discrete Fourier transform (STFT) are most usually used. After this transformation, the signal can be represented by their magnitude and their phase in complexed value form. However the phase has been largely ignored while the researchers were focusing on the modeling and processing of the STFT magnitude in the past three decades. [2] .
However, as soon as reconstruction is desired, phase information becomes essential. When the magnitude is modified, it is often sufficient to reuse the original phase to recover the signal, which may lead to undesired artifacts. Some researchers focus on the applications that the original phase is not available [3] . In this case, STFT phase retrieval algorithms construct a new valid phase from the modified magnitude, allowing complete disposal of the existing phase.
Based on phase enhancement research, enhancing the phase spectrogram of noisy speech leads to perceptual quality improvements [4] . Instead of separately enhancing the magnitude and phase response of noisy speech, recent researchers focus on jointly enhancing the magnitude and phase responses to further improve the perceptual quality [5] . If Manuscript received Sept. 13, 2018 . This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (61831019) and the Key Support Projects of Shanghai Science and Technology Committee (16010500100).
is modified, the modified spectrogram may not correspond to the STFT of any time-domain signal anymore, which is socalled inconsistent spectrogram [2] . The majority of speech enhancement approaches either only modify the magnitude or estimate complex spectrogram, which will most likely lead to an inconsistent spectrogram. It is worth mentioning that consistent spectrogram obtained from the SFTF of a time-domain signal should be a small subset of the complex spectrogram. In this letter, we propose a joint real and imaginary reconstruction algorithm on consistent spectrogram. In other words, given the complex spectrum of noisy speech, we could recover the consistent spectrum of clean speech. Because the optimization space of our method is restricted to a consistent spectrogram, fast convergence rate and high accuracy can be achieved by the proposed speech enhancement algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews masking based speech enhancement methods and inconsistent spectrogram problem. Section III proposes Consistent Spectrogram Masking algorithm. Section IV describes the experimental setups used to evaluate the performance of the model we propose. Finally, Section V present conclusions.
II. MASKING METHODS AND INCONSISTENT SPECTROGRAMS PROBLEM
The common speech enhancement setup consisting of STFT analysis, spectral modification, and subsequent inverse STFT (ISTFT). The analyzed digital signal yielding the complexvalued STFT coefficients, this procedure can be compactly described as S = ST F T (x). Recently, phase processing has emerged as a further leverage on speech enhancement tasks, including the noticeable work like Phase Sensitive Masking (PSM) [6] , and Complex Ratio Masking (cRM) [7] , [1] . Wang et al. illustrated that the real and imaginary spectrograms exhibits clear temporal and spectral structure, so they propose the cRM which is defined as follow:
However, the methods mentioned above all ignore the inconsistent spectrogram problem. The inconsistent spectrogram problem illustrated by Timo Gerkmon is a great challenge to speech enhancement. Because the STFT analysis is done using overlapping analysis window, any modification for individual signal components (sinusoids, impulses), will be spread over multiple frames and multiple STFT frequencies locations.
Le Roux et al. [8] derived the consistency constraints for STFT spectrograms consicely. Let S t,f be a set of complex numbers, where t will correspond to the frame index and f to the frequency band index, and W a , W s are analysis and synthesis window function verifying the perfect reconstruction conditions for a frame shift R. For any complex spectrogram S, we can get the following equation.
S can be divided into S con and S incon . S con can be obtained from STFT of time signal x. And there is a one-to-one mapping between S con and x and a many-to-one mapping between S incon and x. The resynthesized time signal ISTFT (S incon ) has the consistent spectrogram S con after STFT transform. As a consequence, the relation between S con and S incon can be shown in the following equation.
Since the many-to-one mapping between S incon and x and one-to-one mapping between S con and x as illustrated in Fig. 2 , the space of S incon is much larger than the space of S con . Therefore, the estimated clean spectrogramŜ in the design of speech enhancement system tend to fall into the inconsistent spectrograms S incon space. The commonly ignored inconsistent spectrograms problem not only introduces artifacts into resynthesized signals because of the inconsistency of overlapping frames but also increases difficulties of model convergence due to the expansion of inconsistent spectrogram space.
III. CONSISTENT SPECTROGRAM MASKING

A. Masking with Consistency constraints
The most of model-based speech enhancement methods can be regarded as minimize the follow objective function:
2. An illustration of the notion of consistency. STFT transform is an injective function which maps distinct valid signals to corresponding consistent spectrograms Scon respectively i.e. there is a perfect one-to-one correspondence between the sets of time signal and consistent spectrograms. However, STFT transform is not guaranteed to be invertiable for inconsistent spectrograms S incon . There is a many-to-one mapping between S incon and time signal x as indicated by red arrows.
whereŜ is estimated clean spectrogram, x denotes clean signal i.e the ground truth for the model, and β is a tunable parameter to scale the distance. BecauseŜ is estimated from a non-linear function of nosiy speech F (S + N ) (non-linear function can be neural network or HMM etc.), these non-linear operation may destruct the corresponding relationship between neirbouring frames and can not guarantee the consistence ofŜ. As a result, the objective function defined in spectrogram incurs the aforementioned inconsistent spectrogram problem. Here we derive the difference between objective functions defined in consistent and inconsistent spectrogram.
If we apply both ISTFT and STFT transform in terms of Eq. 3, we can have the following equations. Since the consistency ofŜ that the model estimate cannot be guaranteed, S con = ST F T (IST F T (Ŝ)) can be deduced from Eq. 2 and S con is not equal toŜ. Therefore, the following objective functions are not equal to the objective function in Eq. 3. It worth noting that the last two equations in Eq. 4 shows the equivalent form of objective functions on both time domain and consistent spectrogram.
Follow the motivations noted in section II and the derivation of Eq 4, we naturally considered introducing a objective function termed O con which is defined on consistent spec-trogram domainŜ con . We name our method as Consistent Spectrogram Masking (CSM) because it iteratively minimizes the objective function and derives masking on a consistent spectrogram. Our proposed method could dispel the artifacts of resynthesis signal and speed up of model training based on space contraction on a consistent spectrogram.
AlthoughŜ con andŜ are different, IST F T (Ŝ con ) and IST F T (Ŝ) are the same in time domain (illustrated by Fig.  2 and Eq. 2). Thus, we have the useful form of objective function in Eq. 5. By coincidence, there are some similarities between the Eq. 5 and Griffin-Lim algorithm [9] , because a lot of ISTFT and STFT calculations are needed in the optimization procedure. In Griffin-Lim algorithm, phase information is solely derived from the magnitude of the spectrogram. Nevertheless, our method could estimate both magnitude and phase information in the form of complex numbers on the consistent spectrogram. Thus, we defined Consistent Spectrogram Masking (CSM) as follow by given the complex spectrogram of noisy speech,Y t,f
where MR t,f , MI t,f represent the mask for the real and imaginary spectrogram at time t and frequency f .
B. The framework of our proposed end-to-end model
Following the aforementioned methodology and principle that optimizing the model with consistency constraint, we designed an end-to-end speech enhancement model which comprises a densely connected convolutional neural network (CNN) and integrated Quasi-Layers (QL). A high-level visual depiction of our proposed model is presented in Fig.  1 . Specifically, for corresponding functionalities, the CNN module is employed to adaptively modify spectrogram of the input signal, and QL is a backpropagate module designed to simulate the STFT transform and its inversion, thereby making it possible to directly accumulate the loss on consistent spectrogram.
The CNN based acoustic models have been used in speech enhancement and source separation tasks and have been proven to improve the performance [10] . The unique connection structure and weight sharing make CNN capable of learning feature representation via applying convolutional filters to the spectrogram of audio. However, there is an intrinsic tradeoff problem between kernel size and feature resolution. In other words, a larger kernel can exploit more contextual information in time dimension or learning pattern in a wider band, but obtain lower resolution features. In this work, we utilize a densely connected fully convolutional network (FCN) [11] which can learn multi-scale features efficiently to solve the trade-off problem. In a standard feedforward network, the output of the lth layer is computed as x l = H l (x l−1 ), where the network input is denoted as x l−1 and H l (·) is a nonlinear transformation which can be a composite function of operations such as nonlinear activation, pooling or convolution [11] .
The idea of DenseNet is to use concatenation of feature maps produced in preceding layers as the input to succeeding layers:
where [x l−1 , x l−2 , . . . , x 0 ] refers to the concatenation of the feature maps produced in layers 0, . . . , l − 1 [11] . Such dense connectivity enables all layers not only to receive the gradient directly but also to reuse features computed in preceding layers. This pipeline avoids the re-calculation of similar features in different layers and makes network can learn different level features in the same layer [11] . The experimental results show that our DenseNet based approach has a considerable improvement compared to DNN based model. The FCN is the backbone of our model, and the preprocessing and postprocessing modules Quasi-Layers, are also vital parts of the whole system. The Quasi-STFT layer uses two 1-dimensional convolutions, each of which is initialized with real and imaginary part of discrete Fourier transform kernels respectively, following the definition of STFT:
, the Quasi-ISTFT layer is similar to this one. These modules are constructed on normal convlutional layers and thus it's easily to integrate these modules into the neural network based model. These Quasi-Layers can bring us benefits in two folds, firstly Quasi-ISTFT also offers the probability to define the objective function on a consistent spectrogram as Eq. 5. On the other hand, the integration of STFT and ISTFT into the end-to-end model can make Fourier transform kernel and window function learnable with the backpropagation.
IV. EXPERIMENT
A. Experimental Setup
We conducted our experiments on the Center for Speech Technology Voice Cloning Toolkit (VCTK) [12] and The DARPA TIMIT Acoustic-Phonetic Continuous Speech Corpus (TIMIT) [13] corpora, the training data is supplied by VCTK which includes 400 x 109 sentence uttered by 109 native speakers of English with various accents and the model is evaluated in TIMIT. Training and testing in different dataset promise the reliability of results. Moreover, the following broadband noise: speech babble (Babble), cafeteria (Cafe), factory floor noise (Factory), transportation noise (Road). The training set is composed by combining ten random parts from the first half of each noise with each training sample at different SNR levels which is -6, -3, 0, 3 and 6 dB respectively. The test set is generated by mixing 60 clean utterances of the last half of the above noises at different SNRs. Dividing noises into two halves ensures that the testing noise segments are unseen during training.
The proposed model termed QL-FCN-CSM is given in Figure. 1. Ahead of the FCN, the raw audio input of 66048 samples, is transformed to a 512 x 16 x 2 matrix by STFT Quasi-layer, the window length and hop length of which are set to 1024 and 512 respectively. Mean, and variance normalization was applied to the input vector to make the training and testing process stable. The perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [14] and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) are used to evaluate the quality and intelligibility of different signals.
B. Experimental Results
1) Comparison Between Different Objective Functions:
We conducted the experiments with models based on different objective functions, the model which is targeted to minimize the error between the complex spectrogram of clean speech and its noisy version is denoted as QL-FCN-cRM (similar to QL-FCN-CSM, but replace CSM with cRM), and the model which estimate magnitude solely is denoted as QL-FCN-IRM (still similar to QL-FCN-CSM, but replace CSM with IRM). Table 1 shows that there is a substantial performance gap between QL-FCN-CSM and QL-FCN-cRM, between QL-FCN-CSM and QL-FCN-IRM, which proves the efficiency of CSM which optimize model with the objective function defined in the consistent spectrogram and synthesize waveforms directly. It is observed that the average PESQ scores and SNR of QL-FCN-CSM and QL-FCN-cRM are always better than the other models, which proves the effectiveness of the end-toend model we proposed. Our best results on 0dB condition are even more encouraging: the PESQ score is 0.38 higher than the DNN-cRM, which is state-of-the-art DNN approach.
It was noteworthy that the convergency speed of QL-FCN-CSM overtaking the others with better performance, these circumstances reinforce the view we hold: the constrain of the estimated spectrogram into the scope of the consistent spectrogram, leading the faster convergence shown in Fig. 4 .
2) Comparison Between Different Network Architectures: To compare our FCN based model with those base on DNN, experiments compare ours with DNN-cRM [1] (QL is not conducted as there is no convolution procedure here, deep neural network is used instead of FCN) and DNN-IRM [15] .
From Table 1 , we can observe that QL-FCN-CSM and QL-FCN-cRM outperform DNN-cRM and DNN-IRM all the time. The results proved the efficiency of our selection of network architecture. However, the results of QL-FCN-CSM is comparable to those of QL-FCN-cRM in 6 dB and -6 dB conditions. It is because artifacts caused by the loss of phase information are negligible in very high or very low SNR conditions [16] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The insights and deductions of our work are clear and comprehensive. We draw concepts from prior works that a) Phase processing is essential to speech enhancement tasks; b) Masking on spectrogram would destruct the consistency constraints. In this letter, we unveil facts that inconsistent spectrograms problem slow the convergence of model and cause unintended artifacts. To estimate the clean spectrogram (including magnitude and phase) from the STFT of noisy speech with the constraint of consistency, we design a CSM on complex spectrogram and derive the loss function in the consistent spectrogram, which resolves the problem of inconsistent spectrogram and phase processing simultaneous and jointly. In technical details, we implement new Quasi-Layers to emulate STFT with convolution layers in the neural network, which makes it possible to optimize our model with an objective function on the consistent spectrogram. DenseNet is selected as the basis of our model framework rather than vanilla CNN or DNN, for its superior ability to extract features with various scales in a spectrogram. The experimental results show that the considered acceleration of convergence and the improvement of quality occurred. 
